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Filled skutterudite compounds have been considered as potential candidates for
thermoelectric applications. These cubic materials (space group Im-3) can be expressed with a
general formula A4B12 (A = Co, Fe, Ir, and B = P, As, Sb), where represents vacancy for
accommodating the guest atoms such as the rare-earth ions or other electropositive elements.
The rattling of the guest atoms insides the oversized cages in the skutterudite causes a
reduction of thermal conductivity, resulting in the phonon glass behavior. There are also
binary skutterudites without guest atoms, such as CoSb3. Because of their open structure, the
skutterudite compounds are expected to indicate interesting behavior under high pressure. In
fact, Kraemer et al. demonstrated that, above 20 GPa, CoSb3 undergoes an irreversible
isosymmetric transition to a phase that, on pressure release, exhibits a volume greater than
that of pristine CoSb3.
In the present paper, we present the first high pressure Raman study of CoSb3. The five
out of eight Raman signals related with Sb vibrations were clearly measured up to 35 GPa. As
pressure increases, the discontinuous spectral change occurred two times; all the Raman lines
showed abrupt broadening at 15.5 GPa, and further broadening and disappearance of the
highest frequency peak took place at 27 GPa. The spectral shapes modified by pressure were
found to be similar to those reported for the filled skutterudites at ambient pressure[2].
Namely, the spectra obtained at 15.5 GPa < P < 27 GPa resemble that of a partially filled
skutterudite (Ge0.05Co4Sb12), and those measured at P > 27 GPa do that of a fully filled
skutterudite (SnCo4Sb12). These findings are consistent with the self-insertion reaction
proposed by Kraemer; the pressurization causes a reaction from CoSb3 to SbxCoSb3-x for
which a part of Sb atoms are removed from the framework, and fall into the site for the guest.
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